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[1] Retrieval uncertainty estimates for vertical tropospheric NO2 columns based on
theoretical error source discussions combined with actual Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment (GOME) observations are presented. Contributions to the total retrieval
uncertainty are divided into three categories: (1) errors caused by measurement noise and
spectral fitting, affecting the slant column density, (2) errors related to the separation of
stratospheric and tropospheric NO2 affecting the estimate of the stratospheric slant column,
and (3) errors due to uncertainty in model parameters such as clouds, surface albedo, and a
priori profile shape, affecting the tropospheric air mass factor. Furthermore, it is shown
that a correction for the effective temperature of the trace gas is essential and that a correction
for the presence of aerosols needs to be accompanied by aerosol corrections to the cloud
retrieval. A discussion of the error components and total retrieval uncertainty is given for
March 1997. Tropospheric NO2 columns can be retrieved with a precision of 35–60% over
regions with a large contribution of the troposphere to the total column. This error estimate
demonstrates the need for highly accurate albedo maps, cloud retrieval schemes, and
realistic a priori NO2 profile shapes. INDEX TERMS: 0360 Atmospheric Composition and Structure:


Transmission and scattering of radiation; 0365 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Troposphere—


composition and chemistry; 0394 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Instruments and techniques; 3360
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1. Introduction


[2] It has been demonstrated with GOME on ESA ERS-2
[Burrows et al., 1999] that satellites can observe trace gases
in the troposphere, including contributions from the bound-
ary layer. GOME and SCIAMACHY currently observe, and
OMI is soon expected to observe, several key species of
tropospheric chemistry, such as O3 [e.g., Valks et al., 2003],
NO2 [e.g., Leue et al., 2001], HCHO [e.g., Chance et al.,
2000], BrO [e.g., Wagner and Platt, 1998] and SO2 [e.g.,
Eisinger and Burrows, 1998]. Column amounts of these trace
gases have been retrieved using the Differential Optical
Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) technique [e.g., Platt,
1994]. They contain important information on fossil fuel
burning emissions, biogenic hydrocarbon emission, biomass
burning, NOx produced by lightning, and volcano emissions.
[3] There are three reasons to quantify the errors in


current and future tropospheric retrievals.
[4] 1. In the past two years, several papers [Leue et al.,


2001; Velders et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2002, 2003;
Richter and Burrows, 2002; Lauer et al., 2002] have been
published on the retrieval of tropospheric NO2 from GOME.
Although these papers paid substantial attention to retrieval
errors in a general sense, none of them discussed the
uncertainties of the retrieved tropospheric columns on a
quantitative, pixel-to-pixel basis. Since the ultimate goal
is to make satellite data available to users for quantitative


regional air pollution monitoring, pollution trend studies
and budget calculations, realistic quantitative estimates of
the columns and their errors are essential and should be
given for every individual retrieval.
[5] 2. Tropospheric retrieval methods are relatively young


and unvalidated. One step in convincing potential users that
the retrieved columns are quantitative and accurate, is to pro-
vide a realistic uncertainty estimate along with the columns.
[6] 3. Retrieval methods have to contend with a multitude


of uncertainties that are related to the satellite instrument
and to a priori model parameters. Information on how
individual model parameters influence the retrieval is cru-
cial to assess the errors in the retrieval method, and provides
guidelines to improve future retrievals.
[7] A short introduction on the retrieval method is given


in section 2. This section also describes how individual
uncertainties propagate into the final uncertainty estimate of
the tropospheric column density, followed by a discussion
of the numerical approach in section 3. Sections 4–6 treat
the individual error sources, section 7 summarizes our
findings, and, finally, section 8 presents conclusions and
discusses directions for future research.


2. Retrieval Method


2.1. DOAS Approach


[8] Themain retrieval approach forGOME,SCIAMACHY
and OMI nadir products is the DOAS method. This method
consists of two steps:
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[9] 1. A spectral fit within a predefined window of a set
of relevant reference spectra to a satellite-measured reflec-
tance (defined as the top-of-atmosphere ratio of radiance
times p to solar irradiance on a horizontal surface unit)
spectrum. Characteristic is the division of the reflectance
spectrum into a spectrally smooth part, modeled by a
polynomial, and in a differential part from which trace gas
information is retrieved. This step determines the slant
column density of a trace gas, which is interpreted as the
column density along the average photon path from the Sun
through the atmosphere to the satellite instrument.
[10] 2. The application of an air mass factor to convert the


slant column into a vertical column. For practical applica-
tions of DOAS it is important that the trace gas under
investigation has a small absorption optical thickness in the
predefined spectral window. For example, NO2 has a typical
slant optical thickness of 0.005 (at 440 nm with a typical
vertical column of 3.0 � 1015 molec. cm�2 and an air mass
factor of 2.8).
[11] Let R be our DOAS retrieval method to compute a


vertical column density x̂ based on the measured reflectance
spectrum y, the a priori trace gas profile information xa and
the best estimate of the forward model parameters b̂ (our
notation follows Rodgers [2000]). The set of model param-
eters b̂ includes cloud fraction, cloud height, surface albedo,
and aerosol optical thickness vertical distribution. We can
then write our retrieval R in terms of the two DOAS steps,


x̂ ¼ R y; b̂; xa
� �


¼ Ns yð Þ
M xa; b̂
� � ð1Þ


The air mass factor M depends on the a priori trace gas
profile xa and the (best estimate) forward model parameters
b̂. Strictly speaking, the slant column density Ns(y) also
depends on xa through the temperature-dependent absorp-
tion cross-section but we assume here and show later that
this can be efficiently corrected for a posteriori.
[12] For small optical thickness, M can be written as


follows [Palmer et al., 2001]:


M ¼
P


l ml b̂
� �


xa;lP
l xa;l


ð2Þ


with ml = @Ns/@xl the elements of the altitude-dependent air
mass factor as computed from a radiative transfer model.
The altitude-dependent air mass factor is computed in the
same way as the total air mass factor, but for an optically
thin amount of trace gas xl in layer l only. For small optical
absorption thickness, the trace gas has a negligible effect on
the radiation field, the slant column is a linear sum of
contributions from individual layers, and ml is independent
of xa. The vector elements of xa are represented by xa,l, the a
priori subcolumn (in molec. cm�2) for layer l.


2.2. DOAS for Tropospheric Trace Gases


[13] When a trace gas resides in the stratosphere only, the
computation of the air mass factor can be well approximated
by a simple geometrical form, valid for angles up to 70�,


Mgeo ¼
1


cos q0ð Þ þ
1


cos qð Þ ð3Þ


Figure 1 illustrates how the light paths all cross the shaded
area in the stratosphere in the same way. The length of the
path in the stratosphere is determined completely by the
solar zenith angle q0 and the viewing angle q as specified by
equation (3). This is a good approximation since only a
small fraction of the light is scattered within the strato-
sphere. Stratospheric nadir UV/VIS retrievals are thus
relatively insensitive to a priori assumptions on the state
of the atmosphere. For example, reported uncertainties on
GOME vertical ozone columns are generally below 5%
[e.g., Balis et al., 2001].
[14] For trace gases in the boundary layer (BL) and free


troposphere, the air mass factor computation is much more
sensitive to parameters b̂. As indicated in Figure 1, light is
reflected from the surface, and scattered by cloud particles,
air molecules and aerosols, and the photon path distribution
in the troposphere is complicated. Satellite UV-VIS spec-
trometers exhibit a strongly modified sensitivity to the
lowest atmospheric layers, to be obtained from a full
radiative transfer computation combined with knowledge
of the trace gas profile shape (equation (2)). Such calcu-
lations depend directly on the surface albedo, cloud prop-
erties, aerosols and a priori profile shape. Leue et al. [2001]
have reported air mass factors 2.5 times lower than air mass
factors calculated with equation (3) and much larger cor-
rection factors are expected for BL NO2 in combination
with small surface albedo.
[15] In the optically thin limit, relevant for NO2, the total


slant column density is conveniently written as the sum of the
stratospheric and tropospheric (slant) columns (x̂ ¼
x̂tr þ x̂st). The tropospheric vertical column becomes


x̂tr ¼
Ns yð Þ � Ns;st


Mtr xa;tr; b̂
� � ð4Þ


where Ns,st is the stratospheric component of the slant
column, and Mtr represents the tropospheric air mass factor.
The tropospheric air mass factor is obtained by inserting a
troposphere-only a priori NO2 profile in equation (2).


2.3. DOAS Error Analysis


[16] The three terms in equation (4) are error sources in
the computation of the tropospheric column density. These
terms are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated, since they
arise from nearly independent retrieval steps. Neglecting


Figure 1. Several light paths (Sun to satellite) that
contribute to the radiation as observed by GOME. The
shaded areas indicate a trace gas residing in the stratosphere
or in the lower troposphere.
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forward model errors, the error variance of the tropospheric
column is


s2x̂tr ¼ h�2x̂tr i


¼ @x̂tr
@Ns


� �2


s2Ns
þ @x̂tr


@Ns;st


� �2


s2Ns;st
þ @x̂tr


@M tr


� �2


s2Mtr


¼ sNs


Mtr


� �2


þ
sNs;st


Mtr


� �2


þ
Ns � Ns;st


� �
sMtr


M2
tr


� �2


ð5Þ


where h�2x̂tri represents the expectation value of the squared
deviation from the true column. sNs


is the slant column
density precision, sNs,st


the standard deviation of strato-
spheric slant column density errors, and sMtr


denotes the
standard deviation of the errors in the tropospheric air mass
factor. The total error depends on details in the retrieval, and
therefore differs from one pixel to the next. For small
tropospheric excess slant columns (Ns � Ns,st), the overall
retrieval uncertainty is dominated by the errors in Ns and
Ns,st, whereas for large tropospheric slant columns, the
retrieval uncertainty is dominated by air mass factor
uncertainties (the last term in equation (5)).
[17] It is important to clarify the meaning of the retrieval


errors presented in this work. The largest uncertainties in the
retrieval of tropospheric trace gases are due to errors in the
description of clouds, albedo, profile shape and aerosols. It
is important to realize that all these errors are systematic in
nature, and all have their own temporal and spatial scale. In
principle, one would like to distinguish ‘‘random’’ errors
from persistent errors in the radiation modeling. In practice
this is very complicated. This is similar to the treatment of
model errors in data assimilation. Despite the fact that such
model errors are also systematic in nature with correlations
in both space and time, they are normally treated as random
errors. Only the most obvious bias (time-independent model
drift) is sometimes treated separately. The retrieval param-
eters Ns, Ns,st and b̂ discussed below will therefore contain
error components with various time and space correlation
scales. A few examples: (1) The albedo maps used have a
finite resolution, and as a result the albedo near boundaries
between high (desert) and low (sea) albedo will be in error.
This error has only a small correlation length in space, but is
of course correlated in time (time independent). Such errors
will largely cancel when averaged over space. (2) The
FRESCO cloud retrieval [Koelemeijer et al., 2001] only
provides cloud fraction and height, and is not able to
distinguish thick, localized clouds from thin extended
clouds. Such errors will not be very correlated in time
(clouds change rapidly on average), but there will be
(limited) correlations in space related to these errors.
(3) There are systematic errors in xa resulting from the
model. For example vertical transport may be modeled
correctly in the model for stable meteorological regimes,
but may lead to errors in profile shape in times of strong
meteorological activity. The model resolution will play an
important role as well. Such model related errors range from
time-independent (possible systematic problems in the
modeling of vertical transport) to errors with short time-
scales (subgrid-scale convective activity). Systematic error
components of forward model parameters may not average
to zero over time for certain regions or specific periods.


[18] The DOAS retrievals can be used in two ways, each
with its own error estimate:
[19] 1. The total column estimate can be studied and/or


compared with independent measurements of the column
amount. The error estimate belonging to the tropospheric
subcolumn is discussed above (equation (5)).
[20] 2. For comparisons with chemistry-transport models,


validation with independent profile measurements and for
data assimilation purposes, averaging kernel information
(when available) should be used [Eskes and Boersma,
2003]. The error estimate is smaller than the one discussed
above: The a priori profile shape error (or the ‘‘smoothing
error’’ [Rodgers, 2000]) no longer contributes, as demon-
strated below.
[21] Averaging kernels A provide the relation between the


retrieved column and the true profile: x̂ � xa = A (x � xa),
or, for weak absorbers, x̂ = Ax. The relative difference d
between the retrieval x̂ and an independent profile xi is


d ¼ x̂� Axi


x̂
ð6Þ


The expression for the DOAS kernel in terms of the height-
dependent air mass factor [Eskes and Boersma, 2003] is


Axi ¼
P


l ml b̂
� �


xi;l


M xa; b̂
� � ð7Þ


and x̂ = Ns/M(xa, b̂). The total air mass factor M appears as
the denominator of both x̂ and A, and can therefore be
divided out in equation (6). Because only M depends on xa,
the comparison through the averaging kernel is not
influenced by a badly chosen a priori profile shape. The
DOAS retrieval error for the comparison in equation (6)
now consists of error contributions from the slant column Ns


and from representativeness errors in the height-dependent
air mass factor ml. The latter has contributions from errors
in the model parameters b̂, i.e., surface albedo, cloud
parameters and aerosols. These model parameter and slant
column related errors are identical to the corresponding
error contributions to the total column (case 1) and are
discussed in the sections below. Although this discussion
focused on the total column, the arguments hold just as well
for the tropospheric column (replace M by Mtr and so on).


3. Numerical Approach


3.1. Retrieval Approach


[22] The starting point of our retrieval is a set of slant
column densities obtained from the Institut für Umweltphy-
sik of the University of Heidelberg (hereafter IUP) [Wagner
et al., 1999]. The IUP slant columns are retrieved using a
fixed solar reference spectrum (measured on 1 June 1997
and discussed further in section 4) and an assumed atmo-
spheric NO2 temperature of 221 K.
[23] The stratospheric slant column is determined with


two approaches, namely (1) the reference sector method
[Richter and Burrows, 2002; Martin et al., 2002] and
(2) data assimilation of observed slant column densities in
a chemistry-transport model proposed by H. J. Eskes and
K. F. Boersma (manuscript in preparation, 2004) and
described by Eskes et al. [2003]. Shortly summarized,
GOME slant column observations are assimilated in TM3
as follows:
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[24] 1. A priori NO2 profiles are convolved with the
averaging kernel to give the model predicted slant column
densities (Ns,m = MAxa).
[25] 2. The differences between the observed and mod-


eled columns are used to force the modeled columns to
generate an analyzed state based on the model forecast and
GOME observations. This forcing depends on weights
(from observation representativeness and model errors)
attributed to both modeled and observed columns. Observed
columns are attributed a low weight if the model predicts
large tropospheric columns, thus minimizing the influence
of slant columns contaminated by tropospheric signals. The
forcing equation is solved with the statistical interpolation
method, involving a covariance matrix operator that incor-
porates the assumed 3-D correlation of NO2 differences.
The most important characteristics of this forecast covari-
ance matrix are as follows: (1) the conservation of model
profile shapes; that is, differences between modeled and
observed quantities are not vertically redistributed but rather
scaled in the forcing equation, and (2) the horizontal
correlation model function is assumed to follow a Gaussian
shape with a 1/e correlation length of 600 km.
[26] 3. The forecast field is subsequently replaced by the


analysis. This cycle is repeated for all available orbits, and
gives zero mean differences between observed and analyzed
fields after approximately 80 orbits (6 days) of GOME data.
[27] The advantage of the approach is that slant column


variations due to stratospheric dynamics are now accounted
for. The aim is to decrease the threshold of tropospheric
columns that can be retrieved. An additional advantage is
that the assimilation scheme provides a statistical estimate
of the uncertainty in the stratospheric slant column.
[28] The air mass factor calculation is coupled to cloud


cover and cloud height retrievals from the O2-A band based
FRESCO algorithm. Surface albedo input is obtained on the
basis of the TOMS and GOME Lambert Equivalent Reflec-
tivity (LER) data sets, as outlined in section 6.3. The
advantage of taking ancillary data derived from the same
satellite instrument is the consistency concerning the pixel
footprint, the treatment of clouds, and viewing geometry. A
priori NO2 profile shapes are obtained from the TM3
chemistry-transport model, as described in section 3.3. A
global 3-D chemical-transport model is currently considered
the best source for profile shapes of NO2 given the lack of
measured tropospheric NO2 profiles and the variability in
profile shapes. TM3 a priori NO2 profiles are produced for
the GOME ground pixel position and time. A temperature
correction of the slant column densities, necessary because
of the assumed fixed atmospheric NO2 temperature of
221 K, is performed on the basis of ECMWF temperature
fields combined with the a priori NO2 profile shapes, as
described in section 4.


3.2. Computation of the Altitude-Dependent
Air Mass Factor


[29] The altitude-dependent air mass factors are computed
with the Doubling Adding KNMI (DAK) radiative transfer
code. DAK is based on the polarized doubling-adding
method [de Haan et al., 1987] that accurately accounts
for multiple scattering. The polarized internal radiation field
of the atmosphere is described by Stammes et al. [1989].
The model atmosphere consists of a Lambertian surface


albedo, and an arbitrary number of atmospheric layers, each
of which can have Rayleigh scattering, gas absorption, and
aerosol particle absorption and scattering. In this version of
DAK, Raman scattering is not taken into account, and the
plane-parallel approximation is used, therefore viewing
geometries are restricted to less than 70�.
[30] The constructed air mass factor look-up table is


based on DAK, and is a function of 6 parameters: solar
zenith angle q0, viewing zenith angle q, relative azimuth
angle f, Lambertian surface albedo asf, surface pressure psf,
and (midlevel) pressure p. The reason why aerosols are not
included in the look-up table is explained in section 6.5.


3.3. Computation of the NO2 Profiles


[31] Vertical distributions of NO2 are calculated with the
Tracer Model version 3 (TM3) [Dentener et al., 2002, and
references therein], a global transport chemistry model
based on 6-hourly mean ECMWF meteorological fields
and emission distributions taken from the emission database
developed by van Aardenne et al. [2001]. This is based on
estimates for the year 1990, emissions for 1997 are obtained
by extrapolation of the 1990 emissions based on statistics
from Marland et al. [2000]. This extrapolation is similar to
OxComp model intercomparisons for the year 2000, orga-
nized in the preparation of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) Third Assessment Report [Prather
et al., 2001]. The NOx production from lightning discharges
is coupled to convective precipitation in the model [Meijer
et al., 2001]. In this study, TM3 is applied with a spatial
resolution of 5� longitude and 3.75� latitude. The vertical
spacing, 19 levels up to 10 mbar, is defined according to the
terrain following sigma coordinates near the surface, pres-
sure coordinates in the stratosphere, and a hybrid of the two
in between (ECMWF level definition). Tracer advection is
simulated with the ‘‘slopes’’ scheme [Russel and Lerner,
1981]. Convective tracer transports are calculated with a
mass flux scheme that accounts for shallow, midlevel and
deep convection. Turbulent vertical transport is computed
by a stability-dependent vertical diffusion scheme following
Louis [1979].
[32] Photolysis rates are calculated with a parameterized


radiative transfer scheme at seven characteristic wave-
lengths. The ozone mixing ratios at each model level are
used as an input for the overhead ozone column. Cloud base
height, cloud top height, and cloud optical thickness stem
from the ECMWF operational data archive. Surface albedos
depend on the surface characterization and include time-
varying snow and ice. The surface characterization is also
applied in the dry deposition scheme for gases and aerosols.
Wet deposition is parameterized according to the scheme by
Guelle et al. [1998] and accounts for both in-cloud and
subcloud removal of gases and aerosols. The current chem-
ical scheme includes tropospheric CH4-CO-NMHC-NOx-
SOx chemistry and accounts for 38 species, of which 15 are
transported, 24 photolysis reactions, and 67 thermal reac-
tions. Heterogeneous processes are handled according to
Dentener and Crutzen [1994].


4. Uncertainty of the Slant Column Density


[33] The first error source in equation (4) is the slant
column density. Instrument noise is a source of random
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error. Other aspects, such as imperfect wavelength calibra-
tion, laboratory reference spectra errors, and instrumental
spectral features are considered to be systematic errors,
since they are approximately constant in time.
[34] Difficulties with GOME operational spectral fitting


have led to the suspicion that the GOME reflectance
spectrum suffers from interfering variable diffuser plate
spectral features that appear in the daily solar reference
spectra. Apparent slant column densities as a result
of spectral diffuser plate effects can be as large as 3.0 �
1015 molec. cm�2 (estimated from Wenig [2002]). One
approach to avoid the day-to-day jumps in the reflectance
spectra is to use a fixed solar reference spectrum (A. Richter
and T. Wagner, personal communication, 2001). This ap-
proach, implemented in the IUP slant column retrieval,
introduces a more or less fixed bias in the stratospheric slant
columns, but has little to no impact on the retrieval of
tropospheric columns. Careful comparison with independent
measurements will have to provide an absolute reference to
determine this bias (needed for total column retrievals)
introduced by the fixed solar reference.
[35] Results of a sensitivity study to quantify slant column


errors for the OMI NO2 DOAS algorithm [Boersma et al.,
2002] are summarized in Table 1. Systematic slant column
errors due to NO2 cross section spectra are estimated from
comparisons between various laboratory measurements of
NO2 cross section spectra which showed mutual agreement
of 2% as discussed by Vandaele et al. [1998]. Errors due to
spectral calibration uncertainties are taken from sensitivity
studies performed for OMI; typical expected offsets of
0.002 nm resulted in errors smaller than 0.5%. Temperature
errors are assumed to be random for most stratospheric
retrievals given the estimated ECMWF temperature profile
precision of a few degrees Kelvin. Note however, that our
retrieval method does account for the temperature effect on
the NO2 cross section. Neglect of the temperature profile,
and assuming a fixed atmospheric NO2 temperature of
221 K, will result in large systematic errors of �20%, as
discussed at the end of this section. OMI has somewhat
different instrumental features than GOME (signal-to-noise
ratio, spectral resolution) but the numbers approximately
apply to GOME as well.
[36] An indication of the uncertainties in the slant columns


can be obtained by comparing IUP slant columns with the
official GOME Data Processor product (GDP2.7) slant
columns [Spurr and Thomas, 2000] for March 1997. Despite
the fact that both retrievals use the DOAS technique, there are
also distinct differences, namely, (1) different fit windows;
IUP uses a 425–450 nm, and GDP2.7 uses a 431–452 nm fit
window, (2) different irradiance spectra; IUP uses a fixed
solar reference spectrum, and GDP2.7 uses a daily solar
reference spectrum, (3) differences in spectral fitting; for


example differences in the use of ring spectra, undersampling
correction, and assumed instrument transfer function. Com-
paring two independent data sets allows investigation of
RMS differences as a measure for the combined uncertainty
of the two data sets.
[37] The differences in spectral fitting procedures for IUP


and GDP2.7 are tabulated in Table 2 from Spurr and
Thomas [2000] for GDP2.7 and from Wagner et al.
[1999] for IUP. In the comparison the GDP2.7 for the daily
solar spectrum is corrected by subtracting the daily mean
(spatially uniform) offset between the IUP and GDP2.7
data. Subsequently the Pearson correlation coefficient r
between the IUP and corrected GDP2.7 slant columns is
computed for March 1997, which is better than 0.99,
indicating good agreement between the two data sets.
[38] To quantify the comparison between IUP and


GDP2.7, the histogram of the slant column differences is
plotted in Figure 2. The 1s-level extracted from a Gaussian
function equals 0.55 � 1015 molec. cm�2. Assuming that
both data sets are independent and contribute equally, the
error on the slant column is estimated to be 0.4 � 1 015


molec. cm�2. This number is consistent with slant column
error estimates (4.3%, from Wenig [2002]) from measure-
ment noise alone.
[39] It is common practice to use an absorption cross-


section with a fixed temperature for the slant column
density fit. Within the IUP and GDP2.7 fitting windows,
the shape of the cross-section spectrum hardly changes, but
the amplitude does change with temperature [Burrows et al.,
1998]. By fitting GOME reflectance spectra with NO2


cross-sections measured at different temperatures, we found
that the temperature dependence of the DOAS slant column
fit is well described on the 425–450 nm interval by the
correction term cl for layer l expressed as


cl ¼
221� 11:4


Tl � 11:4
ð8Þ


with Tl the temperature in layer l and for a 221 K cross-
section temperature used in the fit. Tests carried out with
cross-section spectra by Vandaele et al. [1998] convolved
with the OMI slit function yield similar results as described
by Boersma et al. [2002]. The correction term cl thus
represents the ratio of the NO2 slant column derived with a
NO2 cross section at Tl to the column derived at 221 K., i.e.,
cl = 1 for NO2 in a layer with mean temperature 221 K.
[40] The air mass factor calculation (equation (2)) is


modified as


M ¼
P


l ml b̂
� �


xa;lclP
l xa;l


ð9Þ


In our approach, temperature correction terms based on
equation (8) are used together with ECMWF temperature


Table 1. Systematic Slant Column Errors


Regular Enhanced NO2


NO2 cross section 2% 2%
Spectral calibration 0.5% 0.3%
Temperature
(potentially)


2% �20%


Solar diffuser
(GDP2.7)


3.0 � 1015 molec. cm�2 3.0 � 1015 molec. cm�2


Total 3% �20–2%


Table 2. Slant Column Density Retrieval Characteristics


GDP2.7 IUP


Fitting window 425–450 nm 431–452 nm
Fit parameters O3, ring, O2-O2, H2O O3, ring, O2-O2, H2O
Fitting method nonlinear least squares nonlinear least squares
Temperature 221 K 221 K
Solar reference daily fixed
Uncertainty in Ns N/A 4.3%
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profiles and TM3 NO2 profiles in equation (9). Figure 3
illustrates the monthly averaged errors that are expected in
the slant column density if the temperature dependence of
the NO2 cross section would not be corrected for. In
situations of tropospheric pollution (eastern United States,
Northwest Europe, eastern Asia), the slant column would be
underestimated by up to 20%. The stratospheric slant
column would be systematically overestimated by up to
10% if the cold vortex is sampled by GOME. ECMWF 6
hour forecast temperature profiles used in TM3 are
estimated to be accurate up to a few degrees Kelvin [see,
e.g., Knudsen, 2003]. Temperature errors of a few degrees
Kelvin lead to errors in the temperature correction of
approximately a percent, which is neglected given the
magnitude of other error sources discussed in this paper.


5. Uncertainty of the Stratospheric Slant Column


[41] The second error source in equation (4) is the
estimate of the stratospheric slant column. The strato-
sphere-troposphere separation techniques introduced in the
literature are based on the observation that stratospheric
NO2 has a smooth spatial behavior, and that tropospheric
contributions occur locally over land near source regions,
and are negligible over the oceans away from coastal
regions. Table 3 summarizes the methods reported in the
literature with their estimated uncertainties. Four methods
can be distinguished:
[42] 1. The first method is the image processing technique


(hereafter IPT) [Leue et al., 2001]. In this method, land
masses and cloud-free pixels are masked out, and on the
basis of the remaining pixels, the stratospheric column is
estimated using an image-processing filter that interpolates
for the gaps. The implicit assumption is that over oceanic,
cloudy pixels, the retrieved column is in fact the strato-
spheric column. This is a potential weakness of the method
since tropospheric NO2 may still be present above a cloud.


[43] 2. The second method is the reference sector method
[Richter and Burrows, 2002; Martin et al., 2002]. The
stratospheric column is approximated by taking the average
total columns over a remote Pacific region, and is assumed
to be independent of longitude. The main advantage of this
method is that the assumption of zero tropospheric NO2


over cloud-covered pixels is not made; however, the draw-
back is that one needs to assume longitudinally homoge-
neous NO2, whereas the IPT technique at least partially
accounts for longitudinally varying NO2. Furthermore, a
small amount of tropospheric NO2 may still be present in
the reference sector pixels themselves, although Martin et
al. [2002] correct for this by subtraction of the tropospheric
amount taken from a CTM.
[44] 3. The third method is CTM stratosphere [Richter et


al., 2002]. In this method the stratospheric contribution is
obtained from a chemical transport model. The main ad-
vantage is that the model accounts for dynamical features in
stratospheric NO2, but the drawback is that the retrieval of
tropospheric NO2 now depends quantitatively on a CTM.
[45] 4. The fourth method is data assimilation [Eskes et


al., 2003]. A CTM stratosphere is made consistent with the
observations by assimilating the GOME NO2 data as
described in section 3.1. The advantage of this method over
the CTM stratosphere, is that the dynamical features in
stratospheric NO2 are still predicted by the model, but that
the model stratosphere is now driven by the actual GOME
observations.
[46] The error associated with the assumption of zonally


invariant stratospheric NO2 is quantified by analyzing
GOME stratospheric NO2 data. Therefore a method is used
that takes the mean over 2.5� cells within the 180–160� W
longitudinal band to represent the daily global stratospheric
vertical column. Generally, between 5 and 30 pixels are
found within a reference sector cell, corresponding to a
stratospheric vertical column precision <0.25 � 1015


molec. cm�2. The spatiotemporal variability of stratospheric


Figure 2. Histogram of the differences between GDP2.7 and IUP slant columns.
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NO2 along a zonal band is a consequence of stratospheric
dynamical processes that occur on various temporal and
spatial scales. Synoptic-scale variability causes day-to-day
changes in the total column. On top of this there are
persistent (planetary wave related) variations that will
influence the monthly or seasonal averages.
[47] Stratospheric NO2 columns are defined as those


observations that have model predicted vertical tropospheric
NO2 columns <0.2 � 1015 molec. cm�2. The standard
deviation of the 2.5� latitude bands is considered to be the
sum of the zonal variability and the measurement noise. As
an approximation to the measurement noise, the variability
of the GOME observations within a 20� longitude box was
computed and plotted for March 1997 in Figure 4. Note that
the box variability (dash-dotted line) and the variability in
the Reference Sector are in good agreement. The total
standard deviation shows a minimum at the equator of


approximately 0.25 � 1015 molec. cm�2, and are smaller
than 0.45 � 1015 molec. cm�2 at all latitudes. By correcting
the total standard deviation for variability within the longi-
tude boxes, the dynamical variability within a zonal band
was quantified (solid line). Figure 4 shows that within the
20�S to 20�N region, box variability and zonal variability
contribute approximately equally to the total standard devi-
ation. At higher latitudes, however, dynamical variability
dominates. The relative maximum around 30�S is attributed
to variability due to the South Atlantic Anomaly.
[48] Another method, in which slant column observations


were assimilated in a chemistry-transport model, resulted in a
vertical column uncertainty estimate (standard deviation of
the differences between model forecast and observed strato-
spheric NO2) of approximately 0.2 � 1015 molec. cm�2.
This shows that data assimilation has the potential to reduce
the uncertainties due to stratospheric dynamics. The error


Figure 3. Systematic effect (%) of not accounting for atmospheric temperature variations in slant
column retrieval for March 1997. Only pixels with a cloud radiance fraction smaller than 0.5 were taken.
See color version of this figure at back of this issue.


Table 3. Uncertainties in the Estimation of the Stratospheric Vertical Column Density


Authors Method Temporal Coverage Longitudes Uncertainty


Leue et al. [2001] IPT 3 days 0–360 3–20%
Velders et al. [2001] IPT 3 days 0–360 10%
Richter and Burrows [2002] ref. sector 3 days 180–190 15%
Martin et al. [2002]a ref. sector daily 130–280 <0.2 � 1015 molec. cm�2


Richter et al. [2002] CTM reference daily 0–360 not given
This workb ref. sector daily 180–200 <0.45 � 1015 molec. cm�2


This work assimilation daily 0–360 <0.2 � 1015 molec. cm�2


aComputed for the month of July.
bComputed for the month of March.
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estimates resulting from the data assimilation approach will
be used in the sections below.


6. Uncertainty of the Tropospheric Air Mass
Factor


[49] The third and most critical error source in equation (4)
is the tropospheric air mass factor. The air mass factor
depends on the a priori assumed profile shape xa,tr and four
model parameters b̂,


Mtr ¼ M xa;tr;b̂
� �


¼ M xa;tr; fcl; zcl; asf ;Taer


� �
; ð10Þ


where fcl is cloud fraction, zcl is cloud (top) height, asf is
surface albedo, and Taer denotes the aerosol optical
thickness profile. The air mass factor depends on the solar
zenith, viewing zenith and relative azimuth angle as well,
but the measurement geometry is known with high accuracy
and therefore does not contribute significantly to sMtr


. For
the purpose of error analysis we linearize the air mass factor
around the true values of the model parameters (xa,tr


true,
fcl
truezcl


true, asf
true, Taer


true)


Mtr ¼ M xtruea;tr ; f
true
cl ; ztruecl ; atruesf ;Ttrue


aer


� �
þ @M


@xa;tr
xa;tr � xtruea;tr


� �
þ @M


@fcl
fcl � f truecl


� �
þ @M


@zcl
zcl � ztruecl


� �
þ @M


@asf
asf � atruesf


� �


þ @M


@Taer


Taer � Ttrue
aer


� �
ð11Þ


We define K = @M/@b as the sensitivity of the air mass
factor to quantity b. The air mass factor covariance is


h�2M i ¼
X5
b¼1


Kb�b


 !2* +


¼ Kxa;tr �xa;tr þ Kfcl �fcl þ Kzcl �zcl þ Kas�as þ Ktaer �taer
� � �2


¼
X5
b;b0¼1


KbKb0 h�b�b0 i ð12Þ


where sb =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h�2bi


q
(with �b = (b � btrue)) represents the error


in our knowledge of the quantities b. It is important to
realize that equation (12) allows the calculation of the pixel-
specific air mass factor uncertainty, since every individual
retrieval scene has a unique combination of model
parameters and therefore a unique set of model parameter
sensitivities. The uncertainty in the air mass factor is sM =ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h�2M i


p
.


[50] In computing the uncertainty in the air mass factor,
we need to take into account the error covariance terms
h�b �b


0i. The diagonal elements of the covariance are the
subject of the sections below. The appendix discusses the
off-diagonal elements.


6.1. Errors Due to Cloud Fraction


[51] The air mass factor for a partly clouded scene is
determined with the independent pixel approximation,
which assumes that the air mass factor can be written as a
linear combination of a cloudy and a clear air mass factor,


Mtr ¼ wMcl þ 1� wð ÞMcr ð13Þ


Figure 4. Zonal standard deviation of GOME stratospheric NO2 columns for March 1997. The solid
line is the estimated contribution of dynamical variability. The dashed line is the total standard deviation
over a zonal band. The box average standard deviation is an estimate of the contribution of measurement
noise to the total standard deviation. The reference sector standard deviation is a measure for the
variability within the reference sector box (180�–160�W).
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where Mcl is the air mass factor for a completely cloud-
covered scene, and Mcr is the air mass factor for a
completely cloud-free pixel. The radiance-weighted cloud
fraction w is defined as


w ¼ fclIcl


fclIcl þ 1� fclð ÞIcr
ð14Þ


with fcl the cloud fraction as obtained from FRESCO. Icl and
Icr are the fit window averaged radiances for 100% cloudy
and clear scenes respectively. Icl mainly depends on the
viewing geometry and assumed cloud albedo [Koelemeijer
et al., 2001]. Icr depends on surface albedo and viewing
geometry. Values for Icl and Icr are obtained from Vermote
and Tanré [1992]. The air mass factor for a completely
clouded pixel is obtained with equation (9), with ml = 0
below cloud height.
[52] For sfcl we use the reported uncertainty of the


FRESCO cloud fraction (0.05, Koelemeijer et al. [2001]).
Figure 5a shows the theoretical sensitivity of the air mass
factor to fcl, for the case of a heavily polluted profile over
northwest Europe, and a remote unpolluted profile over the
Pacific.
[53] The overall magnitude of cloud fraction-related


errors is plotted in Figure 6a. More than 500.000 GOME
pixels in March 1997 were taken and filtered for cloud
radiance fractions <50% (cloud fractions approximately
<15%) to ensure a strong signal from the BL. Over
continental regions with high tropospheric NO2 columns,
typically uncertainties up to 30% occur.
[54] Three groups of measurements may be distin-


guished: unpolluted (x̂a,tr < 0.3 � 1015 molec. cm�2,
30% of the pixels), moderately polluted (0.3 < x̂a,tr <
1.0 � 1015 molec. cm�2, 41%) and heavily polluted (x̂a,tr >
1.0 � 1015 molec. cm�2, 29%). The value of 0.3 �
1015 molec. cm�2 corresponds to a realistic threshold for
detection by GOME. We did not include any pixels with
negative values (occurring if Ns,st > Ns) in our analysis.
Subsequently the mean of the uncertainties of all pixels for
these groups is calculated, and the results are summarized in
Table 4. This table gives an impression of the overall
uncertainty in Mtr as a consequence of uncertainties in the
cloud fraction. Table 4 shows that the uncertainty depends
on the tropospheric NO2 load and is largest for the polluted
pixels near source regions. This table presents a summary of
a vast quantity of realistic retrieval scenarios. Tropospheric
air mass factors and their uncertainties have been computed
for very different combinations of cloud height, surface
albedo, and profile shape. On the basis of this analysis, it
can be concluded that, on average, tropospheric air mass
factor uncertainties due to cloud fraction uncertainties are in
the 0–30% range, with 20–30% uncertainties for polluted
regions with small cloud fractions.


6.2. Errors Due to Cloud Height


[55] Figure 5b illustrates the sensitivity of the air mass
factor to the cloud height. This sensitivity is strongest when
the cloud is located in altitude regimes in which NO2


concentrations are largest. However, for most retrieval
scenarios the FRESCO cloud tops are well above the
pollution layers. Cloud top errors induce retrieval errors
that are on average less than 10%. Cloud height does not


seem to matter (uncertainty <2%) over the heavily polluted
areas in the Northern Hemisphere.
[56] The air mass factor uncertainties due to cloud top


uncertainties are higher in ‘‘outflow’’ areas because the
clouds tops are lower and therefore nearer to the tropo-
spheric NO2 outflow plumes. Figure 6b summarizes the
uncertainty in March 1997 retrievals that were done only for
pixels with cloud tops situated between the surface and
800 hPa. It shows that low FRESCO clouds occur mostly
over the (sub-)tropical oceans and sometimes over coastal
regions. The figure illustrates that sea pixels in the vicinity
of source regions exhibit uncertainties up to 25%, in line
with the expectation of relatively high NO2 concentrations
close to the cloud height.


6.3. Errors Due to Surface Albedo


[57] In our retrieval, a Lambertian surface is assumed, so
that the Lambert-equivalent reflectivity (LER) is taken to be
the surface albedo. The LER has a large impact on the value
of the tropospheric air mass factors through the radiative
transfer calculations as described in section 3.2. The monthly
averaged LERmaps used in this studywere constructed in the
following way. The TOMS 380 nm LER data set [Herman
and Celarier, 1997] is ratioed to the GOME 380 nm data set
[Koelemeijer et al., 2003] for the month of March. A 440 nm
Lambertian equivalent surface reflectivity is constructed as
follows:


asf 440ð Þ ¼ asf ;GOME 440ð Þ
asf ;GOME 380ð Þ asf ;TOMS 380ð Þ ð15Þ


By doing so, we combined the strengths of both data sets,
namely the long-term TOMS record (1978–1992) and the
spectral information (11 wavelengths) of the shorter GOME
record (1995–2001).
[58] To estimate albedo uncertainties, the GOME 440 nm


LER and constructed 440 nm LER were compared for
latitudes between 60�N and 60�S. From Figure 7 it can be
seen that the absolute difference between the GOME and
TOMS data sets is below 0.006, which is less than the
TOMS discrete step value of 0.01. The fitted exponential
probability function corresponds to a 1s value of 0.013, in
good agreement with the number quoted by Koelemeijer et
al. [2003]. A conservative albedo uncertainty of 0.02, is
chosen. This accounts for additional interpolation errors
from the albedo grid to the GOME pixel location. Further-
more, for regions outside of the 60�N to 60�S band, larger
deviations are found between GOME and TOMS. These
larger deviations are most likely due to differences in snow
and ice cover between the data sets.
[59] A systematic error may occur if the surface albedo


climatology predicts a low value for a specific pixel,
whereas in reality the pixel is (partly) covered with snow
or ice. In such cases however, FRESCO detects an effective
surface albedo and surface pressure, so that an intrinsic
correction in our algorithm is then thought to occur through
our air mass factor computation via equation (13), with w = 1
and cloud height zcl replaced by an effective surface height.
This recipe, however, does not always work satisfactory,
and spurious NO2 values are sometimes encountered near
land-snow boundaries.
[60] We determined the sensitivity @M/@asf from the


radiative transfer modeling to compute air mass factors for
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the northwest Europe and Pacific pixel. From Figure 5c it
can be seen that the impact of the albedo is dependent on the
profile shape. The air mass factor sensitivity @M/@asf is
roughly twice as large for polluted situations as for unpol-
luted situations for albedos <0.2. The sensitivity is generally
largest for albedos in the 0.0–0.2 range. Figure 6c gives an
idea of the geographical distribution of the uncertainties due
to albedo. For the areas with albedos in March as low as
0.04, for instance Mexico City, Houston, and southeast
Brazil with enhanced overlaying NO2 concentrations,
uncertainties are largest but generally <50%. Table 4,
representing the mean pixel uncertainty due to albedo
uncertainties for March 1997, demonstrates that the uncer-
tainty depends on the tropospheric NO2 load.


6.4. Errors Due to Profile Shape


[61] The actual profile shape uncertainty is very difficult
to assess because of a lack of measured NO2 profile data.
Here we use a ‘‘poor man’s approach’’ and study (1) the
profile variability in TM3 (explained below), and compare
(2) a well-mixed with an unmixed lower troposphere. We
use temporal profile variability in TM3 to describe get a
feeling for profile shape variability, and use the comparison
between two extreme scenarios to get an idea of errors
related to the parametrization of boundary-layer mixing. A
rough indication of the effect of profile uncertainty is
obtained by adding these two contributions.


h�2xai ¼ h�2xa;tm3i þ h�2xa;mixi ð16Þ


The first term on the right-hand side in equation (16) is
expressed as


h�2xa;tm3i ¼
Xn
j;k¼1


@Mtr


@xa zj
� � @M


@xa zkð Þ Sjk ð17Þ


where the partial derivatives @M/[@xa(zj)] are the propor-
tionality constants that indicate the change of the air mass
factor due to a change in the NO2 subcolumn at altitude zj. S
is the covariance matrix of TM3 profile variability around
the monthly mean. For the cloudy part of the pixel, @M/
[@xa(zj)] = 0 for levels below the cloud. The sensitivity to
changes in the NO2 subcolumn at zj can be derived from
equation (2) and has the following simple form:


@M


@xa zj
� � ¼


Pn
j¼1 xa zj


� �

 m zkð Þ � m zj


� �� �
Pn


j¼1 xa zj
� � ¼


m zj
� �


�M


xa
ð18Þ


The profile variability covariance matrix elements Sj,k are
written out as


Sjk ¼ hðxa;j � hxaijÞðxa;k � hxaikÞi ð19Þ


and are computed from the 31 daily 10.30 hrs TM3 profiles
for March 1997. Variability in TM3 profile shapes is caused
by changes in the stability and height of the boundary layer,
in wet removal of nitric acid, in deep convection and long-
range transport by the wind. All these aspects are time and
space dependent. It is assumed that the range of variability
in TM3 profiles gives a rough estimate of the range of
profile shape errors.
[62] We computed the second term in equation (16) as the


average of enhanced and reduced mixing. Enhanced mixing
is modeled by uniformly redistributing the NO2 over an
idealized BL and by fixing the BL top at approximately
850 hPa, resulting in generally higher air mass factors,
whereas reduced mixing is modeled by placing the BL
NO2 load exclusively in the lowest model layer (top at
approximately 980 hPa), resulting in lower air mass factors.
The second contribution to equation (16) is simply taken as
the mean of the air mass factor change due to the enhanced
and reduced mixing scenarios.
[63] Figure 6d summarizes the uncertainty in the tropo-


spheric air mass factor due to profile uncertainties as
computed following equation (16). For almost all of the
globe, the air mass factor uncertainties due to profile
uncertainty are <15%, but for regions with high latitudes
and little NO2, the profile variability may be quite high, and
uncertainties can be larger than 50%. Table 4 gives an
impression of the overall uncertainty in Mtr as a conse-
quence of uncertainties in the profile shape. The table
illustrates that the air mass factor uncertainties due to profile
uncertainty are approximately 10%.
[64] The above results are a first, but clearly only


approximate attempt to quantify errors related to profile
uncertainties. We note that much larger errors may occur
when large emissions are observed at a location where the
model predicts only background concentrations (or vice
versa). This is the main motivation to involve a model:
Most locations of emissions (cities, industry) are well
known and included in the emission inventories. One issue
is the ability of the TM3 (5� � 3.75�) profile to represent
a GOME pixel (320 km � 40 km) profile. TM3 under-
samples the GOME pixel size roughly with a factor of
10 (3.75� latitude � 5.00� longitude TM3 grid box
corresponds to 400 � 400 km2 at midlatitudes). Improving
the TM3 spatial resolution to 2.5� � 2.5� degrees (275 �
200 km2) roughly reduces the undersampling factor from
10 to 5. For certain isolated regions such as Florida or
Riyadh we find considerable differences in the retrievals
with these different horizontal resolutions.


6.5. Errors Due to Aerosols


[65] The exact sensitivity of the tropospheric air mass
factor to aerosols depends on a multitude of aerosol param-
eters: the size distribution, refractive index shape, loading
and vertical distribution of the particles. The effect of
aerosols on air mass factors is investigated for cloud-free


Figure 5. Sensitivity of the air mass factor to (a) cloud fraction, (b) cloud pressure, and (c) surface albedo for two
cases: one above the Pacific (diamonds) and one above northwest Europe (asterisks). In Figure 5a, the cloud pressure is
600 mbar, and surface albedo is 0.05 for northwest Europe and 0.03 for the Pacific. In Figure 5b the cloud fraction is
0.2, and Figure 5c is cloud-free. The y-axis is normalized so that the geometrical air mass factor for these scenarios
(2.57) corresponds to 1.0.
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Figure 6. Uncertainty (%) in the tropospheric air mass factor for March 1997 due to uncertainties in the
(a) cloud fraction, (b) cloud pressure, (c) surface albedo, and (d) profile shape. Only pixels with a cloud
radiance fraction <50% were taken. In Figure 6b only pixels with a cloud pressure >800 hPa were taken.
See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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Figure 6. (continued)
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atmospheres by comparing air mass factors computed with
DAK with and without aerosols.
[66] The following four general aerosol types were con-


sidered: (1) urban-industrial aerosol from fossil fuel com-
bustion in populated industrial regions, (2) biomass burning
aerosols produced by forest and grassland fires, (3) desert
dust, and (4) aerosol of marine origin. The aerosol properties
were taken from microphysical aerosol models proposed by
Torres et al. [2002], which are considered representative for
aerosol mixtures over regions with the size of a moderate
resolution satellite pixel, and are summarized in Table 5. All
aerosol types have single scattering albedo w0 larger than
0.88, consistent with numbers taken from a recent paper of
Dubovik et al. [2002], who summarize 8 years of worldwide
distributed data from the AERONET network, and report
0.88 (at 440 nm) as smallest value (for African savannah
biomass burning aerosol) in their w0.
[67] A tropospheric air mass factor aerosol correction


factor is defined as the ratio of the air mass factor with and
without aerosols present. The air mass factors are computed
for a fixed aerosol vertical distribution (an exponentially
decreasing shape with a scale height of 2 km, also taken from
Torres et al. [2002]) and aerosol optical thicknesses between
0.0 and 1.0, and an albedo of 0.05. Figure 8 shows the effect
of the four types of aerosols on the air mass factor. The
aerosol correction factors lie in the 1.0–1.4 range for aerosol
optical thicknesses up to 1.0. Contrary to our findings,
Martin et al. [2003] report correction factors <1.0. This is
likely due to their microphysical aerosol model that attrib-


utes more importance to absorption. For instance they use
w0 = 0.75 for dust, whereas in this work w0 = 0.89 is used,
consistent with Dubovik et al. [2002].
[68] It is crucial to realize that the TOA reflectance input


to cloud retrieval schemes is modified by the presence of
aerosols. Cloud algorithms typically do not account for
aerosols, and overestimate cloud fraction and underestimate
cloud top altitude values when a low atmospheric aerosol
layer is added to a pure Rayleigh atmosphere. A higher
cloud fraction can be understood from the excess TOA
reflectance caused by the additional scattering due to
aerosols. An underestimated cloud height is a consequence
of the multiple scattering enhanced light path due to the
aerosol layer.
[69] The increased cloud fraction and decreased cloud


height tend to increase the light path through the tropo-
sphere and hence increase the tropospheric air mass factor.
The neglect of aerosols in the air mass factor calculation is
therefore thought to be partly compensated by the indirect
effect of aerosols on the cloud retrieval scheme. This
assumption was investigated by carrying out a study of
the sensitivity of the O2-O2 cloud retrieval algorithm
developed for OMI to aerosol optical thickness [Acarreta
and de Haan, 2002]. The results of these tests are collected
in Table 6 for taer = 1.0. The change in cloud fraction is
smaller than the expected precision of the cloud algorithm
(±0.05), but the change in cloud pressure seems to be
significant (more than the expected precision of ±50 hPa).
The table shows that the cloud algorithm is less sensitive


Table 4. Mean Uncertainty Tropospheric Air Mass Factor Due to Model Parameters


Type Nx̂tr sMtr
(fcl) sMtr


(zcl) sMtr
(asf) sMtr


(xa)


Clean <0.3 � 015 molec. cm�2 5% 2% 5% 10%
Polluted 0.3–1.0 � 1015 molec. cm�2 8% 3% 8% 11%
Heavily polluted >1.0 � 015 molec. cm�2 15% 2% 15% 9%


Figure 7. Histogram of the difference between the GOME and TOMS constructed surface albedos at
440 nm in March, for latitudes between 60�N and 60�S.
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to biomass burning and dust aerosol than to industrial
aerosol because of the stronger absorbing nature of the
former aerosol types. Tropospheric air mass factors are
subsequently calculated through our retrieval scheme by
using cloud fractions and cloud heights which implicitly
also account for aerosols. We used the adjusted cloud
fractions and pressures as given in Table 6. The results
are compared with the theoretical radiative transfer calcu-
lations described above.
[70] We picked only pixels with model parameters similar


to those chosen in the radiative transfer study (albedo = 0.05,
cloud-free pixels, same solar and viewing zenith angles) to
ensure consistency with our radiative transfer results
depicted in Figure 8. A comparison of the expected aerosol
correction factor versus the actual correction effect through
the modified cloud fraction and height is shown in Figure 9.
Even for large values of taer, the radiative transfer aerosol
correction factor and the actual retrieval cloud correction
factor agree to within 10%. This comparison suggests that
cloud algorithms implicitly correct for aerosol through their
modified cloud fraction and height. A comparison for other
solar zenith angles showed agreement to within 15%.
[71] This sensitivity study is performed with the OMI


O2-O2 algorithm (470 nm) rather than with the FRESCO


algorithm (770 nm). The latter is roughly half as sensitive to
light scattered by aerosols as the OMI cloud algorithm, since
a typical ratio taer(770): taer(470) of 1:2 is estimated from
Ångström’s relation. On the other hand, cloud heights are
expected to be well retrieved by FRESCO because of the
stronger O2-A relative to the O2-O2 absorption feature.
However, since both algorithms are based on the same set
of principles we expect a similar cancellation.
[72] The main conclusion of this subsection is that


correcting air mass factors for aerosols can not be decoupled
from correcting cloud retrieval schemes for aerosols. These
corrections have a comparable impact on the air mass factor,
and both corrections nearly cancel. Martin et al. [2003]
suggested that NO2 retrievals can be improved upon by
directly accounting for aerosols, but we question their
approach, since they did not take into account the sensitivity
of their cloud retrieval algorithm [Kurosu et al., 1999] to
aerosol.


6.6. Summary of Tropospheric Air Mass Factor Errors


[73] The previous sections focused on the individual
errors in the air mass factor due to uncertainties in cloud
parameters, surface albedo and profile shape. Appendix A
discusses the correlations between the errors in these air


Table 5. Aerosol Type Parametersa


Type


Mean Radius, mm Std. Dev., mm Refractive Index


Fraction of m2 w0m1 m2 m1 m2 Re Im


Industrial 0.088 0.509 1.499 2.160 1.400 0.004 4.04 � 10�4 0.964
Biomass burning 0.087 0.567 1.537 2.203 1.500 0.001 2.06 � 10�4 0.88
Desert dust 0.052 0.67 1.697 1.806 1.530 2.58 � 10�3 4.35 � 10�3 0.89
Oceanic 0.240 2.000 2.030 2.030 1.390 5 � 10�8 1.41 � 10�4 1.000


aAll types have a bimodal distribution. The mean particle radius and its standard deviation are given for both modes (m1 and m2). The relative fraction of
the second mode to the number concentration is given by the fraction of m2. All aerosol parameters are computed at 436.5 nm. Std. Dev., standard
deviation.


Figure 8. Air mass factor aerosol correction factors (relative to clear sky without aerosols) computed
with DAK as a function of aerosol optical thickness for solar zenith angle 40�, viewing angle 23�, and
surface albedo 0.05.
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mass factor input parameters. On the basis of our findings in
Appendix A, we can write out equation (12) taking into
account the nonzero covariance terms. This leads to the
following expression, where we have omitted the aerosol
term because of reasons mentioned in section 6.5


h�2Mtr
i ¼ Kfclsfcl


� �2
Kzclszclð Þ2þ Kasf sasf


� �2þ Kxa;trsxa;tr
� �2


þ 2 KfclKasf h�fcl �asf i
� �


ð20Þ


Figure 10 shows the geographical distribution of the
average uncertainty computed with equation (20). The
uncertainty of Mtr is largest in areas with largest NO2


emissions. Especially regions with a low surface albedo (in
March), such as Mexico City, and the Houston and
Johannesburg areas, are very sensitive to albedo uncertain-
ties, and this is reflected in uncertainty values of more than
50%. The uncertainty in the air mass factor may also be
particularly high over outflow regions, such as west of
California, off the U.S. East Coast, over the North and the
East Sea, and to a lesser extent west of the West African
coast and between China and Japan. The contribution of
profile uncertainties to the total air mass factor uncertainty
is largest over some unexpected oceanic regions with
apparently strong profile variability (for instance, southeast
of Australia and South America), however, these regions


have little tropospheric NO2 and are therefore of less
interest.
[74] The first column in Table 7 gives the average


uncertainty for all pixels with cloud radiance fractions
<0.5 in March 1997, for the clean, moderately and heavily
polluted regimes. From the table we see that the uncertainty
is related to the regime, with the largest uncertainty for the
most polluted pixels.


7. Total Uncertainty in Tropospheric NO2


Columns


[75] Figures 11 and 12 show the monthly mean retrieved
tropospheric NO2 columns (H. J. Eskes and K. F. Boersma,
manuscript in preparation, 2004) and their absolute relative
uncertainty from equation (5) and equation (20) for March
1997.
[76] Most striking in Figure 12 is the difference in error


budget between the ‘‘clean’’ and ‘‘polluted’’ areas. Over the
oceans and the remote continental regions, the overall
tropospheric retrieval uncertainty is dominated by errors
in the spectral fitting and the stratospheric column estimate.
For larger columns over continental areas, the relative
uncertainty in the retrieved column reduces to 35–60%,
and is dominated by the uncertainty in the tropospheric air
mass factor. Retrieval results are generally best for regions
with strong NO2 sources (California, northwest Europe,
Japan) and/or high surface albedos (Saudi desert).
[77] Table 7 summarizes the mean uncertainties in tropo-


spheric columns for different retrieval scenarios. Obviously,
the relative uncertainty in clean areas (<0.3 � 1015 molec.
cm�2) indicates that such small values have generally little
meaning. However, moderate values (between 0.3 and
1.0 � 1015 molec. cm�2) are detectable, given their, on


Table 6. Change in Cloud Fraction and Cloud Pressure Due to


Aerosol Optical Thickness of 1.0


Type dfcl dzcl
Industrial +0.013 +314 hPa
Biomass burning +0.004 +76 hPa
Dust 0.0 �25 hPa


Figure 9. The solid lines show the indirect air mass factor correction factors resulting from the aerosol-
modified cloud fraction and height. The dashed lines are as in Figure 8 and show the direct radiative
transfer calculations.
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average, better than 100% uncertainty. Best results are
obtained for tropospheric columns >1.0 � 1015 molec.
cm�2) with an average uncertainty better than 50%.


8. Conclusions and Outlook


[78] If a significant tropospheric slant column density is
retrieved, a meaningful estimate of the tropospheric vertical
column can be given with a precision of 35–60%. These
retrieval uncertainties are dominated by the uncertainty in
the estimate of the tropospheric air mass factor. The most
important uncertainties associated with the computation of
the tropospheric air mass factor are cloud fraction, surface
albedo and profile shape. Estimated uncertainties in the
cloud height of 50 hPa do not significantly influence our
results.
[79] We conclude that an explicit aerosol correction


procedure is complicated, since cloud algorithms are sensi-
tive to aerosols and tend to slightly overestimate cloud
fraction and underestimate cloud height, and subsequent
incorporation of the modified cloud parameters in the
algorithm is indirectly accounting for aerosol effects in the
retrieval procedure.
[80] One aspect that needs to be accounted for is the


temperature-dependence of the NO2 cross section. Not
accounting for the effective NO2 temperature leads to
structurally underestimating slant columns in polluted areas
by up to 20% because of warmer boundary layer NO2, and


incidentally overestimating slant columns in clean regions
where the stratosphere is colder than usual (T � 220 K).
[81] DOAS tropospheric NO2 retrievals can be improved


upon in many ways. Important issues in future research are
the improvement of slant column density fitting by resolv-
ing the diffuser plate problems, and by properly accounting
for Raman scattering in the spectral fitting as well as in the
air mass factor calculations. However, errors related to the
slant column fitting are small compared with the other error
sources. Estimating the stratospheric field can be done more
accurately. The current assumption of zonal invariant strato-
spheric NO2 causes problems in the winter hemisphere
when strong dynamic activity causes zonal variability. Data
assimilation of measurements in a CTM has the potential of
improving this issue.
[82] The uncertainty in the tropospheric air mass


factor will be reduced, when the following model para-
meter estimates are improved: (1) High-quality albedo
maps at high spatial resolution. Current (MODIS and


Figure 10. Uncertainty (%) in the tropospheric air mass factor for March 1997 due to uncertainties in
the cloud fraction, cloud height, surface albedo and profile shape. Only pixels with a cloud radiance
fraction <0.5 were taken. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.


Table 7. Mean Uncertainty Tropospheric Air Mass Factor and


Column


Type sMtr
sNv,tr


Clean 17% >100%
Polluted 20% 55–125%
Heavily polluted 29% 35–60%
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SCIAMACHY) and new (OMI) instruments have the
potential to generate well-resolved high-quality albedo
maps, and these will be essential in reducing the uncer-
tainty of tropospheric retrievals. (2) Better cloud retrievals,
especially for small cloud fractions. It is important that the
development and validation of improved cloud retrieval
schemes continues, especially for low cloud fractions.
(3) Improved (validated) tropospheric profile shapes. Pro-
file shape errors may be reduced by improving the spatial
resolution of the CTM. However, a clear need exists to
validate tropospheric profile shapes, since the assumed
profiles have the potential of systematically biasing
retrieval results. (4) A better understanding of the way
aerosols influence the air mass factor and cloud retrievals.
[83] Finally, a thorough validation campaign of tropo-


spheric NO2 profiles and columns over polluted regions is
essential. Profile and column measurements of NO2 in the
polluted troposphere are sparse, important for validation and
algorithm improvement, and therefore such measurements
are greatly encouraged.


Appendix A: Covariance Terms


[84] In this section we investigate any dependencies
between the air mass factor input parameters. If uncertain-
ties in the input parameters i and j are uncorrelated, s2ij (with
i 6¼ j) vanishes.
[85] Cloud retrieval algorithms employ the absolute radi-


ance level at the satellite detector to determine fcl, and the


depth of a specific absorption (O2-A or O2-O2) band to
determine zcl. If the depth of the absorption band is
attributed to an incorrect cloud fraction this will result in
an erroneous cloud height, and hence h�fcl�zcli is not zero.
However, since the uncertainties in the air mass factor due
to cloud height uncertainties are small (<3%), the correla-
tions with this parameter is neglected.
[86] Cloud fractions are sensitive to surface albedo,


especially for small cloud fractions and a high surface
albedo. Koelemeijer et al. [2001] determined the depen-
dence of the uncertainty in the cloud fraction on the albedo
uncertainty to be


sfcl ¼ � 1� fcl


ac � asf
sasf ðA1Þ


with ac the cloud albedo. The correlation coefficient is


h�fcl �asf i ¼ � 1� fcl


ac � asf


sasf
sfcl


ðA2Þ


When cloud fractions are small, cloud height uncertainties
caused by albedo uncertainties become large. A surface
albedo uncertainty of 0.02 gives rise to uncertainties in
cloud heights of up to more than 150 hPa for a cloud
fractions of 5%. We therefore conclude that the uncertainties
in �asf and �zcl are correlated. Again, this correlation is
neglected because the uncertainties in the air mass factor
due to cloud height uncertainties are small.


Figure 11. Monthly mean tropospheric columns for March 1997. Only pixels with a cloud radiance
fraction <0.5 were taken. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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[87] Errors in the NO2 profile shape and other input
parameters are not related in any way, since these quantities
are determined in a completely independent way ( fcl and zcl
from the cloud algorithm, asf from the surface albedo
climatology and xa from a chemical-transport model) so
that h�xa�ji = 0.
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Figure 3. Systematic effect (%) of not accounting for atmospheric temperature variations in slant
column retrieval for March 1997. Only pixels with a cloud radiance fraction smaller than 0.5 were taken.
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Figure 6. Uncertainty (%) in the tropospheric air mass factor for March 1997 due to uncertainties in the
(a) cloud fraction, (b) cloud pressure, (c) surface albedo, and (d) profile shape. Only pixels with a cloud
radiance fraction <50% were taken. In Figure 6b only pixels with a cloud pressure >800 hPa were taken.
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Figure 6. (continued)
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Figure 10. Uncertainty (%) in the tropospheric air mass factor for March 1997 due to uncertainties in
the cloud fraction, cloud height, surface albedo and profile shape. Only pixels with a cloud radiance
fraction <0.5 were taken.
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Figure 11. Monthly mean tropospheric columns for March 1997. Only pixels with a cloud radiance
fraction <0.5 were taken.
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Figure 12. Relative uncertainty in tropospheric columns for March 1997. Only pixels with a cloud
radiance fraction <0.5 were taken.
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